A.J. Scudiere
reading order & checklist!

The Vendetta Trifecta

- VENGEANCE (only available through my newsletter)
- INHERITANCE (only available through my newsletter)
- REtribution
- JUSTICE
- FORTUNE (gray)
- FORTUNE (red)
- PHOENIX
- DUMB BLONDE (a short story)
- RESONANCE
- DISSONANCE
- TWISTED (a short story)
- THE SHADOW CONSTANT
- LEGENDS
- GOD'S EYE

THE NIGHTSHADE FORENSIC FILES

- UNDER DARK SKIES
- FRACTURE FIVE
- THE ATLAS DEFECT
- ECHO AND EMBER
- SALVAGE
- GARDEN OF BONE
- THE CAMELOT GAMBIT
- DEAD TIDE
- SABOTAGE
- VANISHING POINT
- BENEATH MEMORY
- THE AXIS LEGACY

BLACK CARBON
- THE HUNTED
- THE SURFACE
- THE TEMPEST
- THE SWARM
- THE TAKEN
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